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Luxury carmakers were responsible for 30 percent of all global digital advertising spend within the automotive
sector, as marques look to consumer data to better target affluent audiences.

According to a new report from global data company Eyeota, auto advertisers spent more than half of their 2018
budgets on segmenting consumers by demographics. Luxury automotive data spending peaked in the first and
fourth quarters of the year.
"Luxury auto brands are developing demographically-focused audience targeting campaigns," said Elissa Reiling,
vice president of marketing at Eyeota, New York. "It's important that those brands understand who their target
consumers are, beyond a one-dimensional approach of high-net-worth individuals."
Driving segments
In the automotive industry as a whole, 53 percent of data spend in 2018 was devoted to demographic segments.
Demographics include categories as broad as age, educational level and gender, as well as more nuanced
identifiers such as language, generation, net worth and property type, among others.
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T hirty-six percent was spent on intent or interest segments, and 11 percent was dedicated to the owner/purchase
segment. Spending on interest and intent segments gradually grew during 2018.
Intent reaches consumers who have demonstrated an intent to buy through actions such as product searches and
comparisons. Interest segments consumers by activities such as reading blog posts, topic-specific sites and news
articles.
T he owner/purchased segment is defined by those who purchased particular brands or products within a certain
time frame.
Compared to the sector as a whole, luxury automakers invested more on demographic spending, 66 percent to 53
percent. Four percent of this includes employment data specifically.
Owner/purchased categorizations were also more valuable for luxury brands, which spent 3 percent more on those
segments than the automotive industry average.
Among luxury automakers, spend on the intent segment drops from an average of 21 percent to 8 percent.
T he most utilized audience segments by premium car brands include socioeconomic profiles, financial status,
automotive owners and brand owners. Lifestyle segments, such as travelers or technology enthusiasts, can help
luxury brands craft more personalized advertising as well.
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For all auto advertisers, spending on sociodemographic categories is most pervasive in the U.S., where it accounts
for 31.8 percent of spend compared to less than 10 percent in the U.K. and Germany.
Globally, luxury automakers were responsible for 35 percent of data spending in the first and fourth quarters of 2018,
with spending dipping to less than 20 percent in the third quarter. Many premium brands, including Audi and Lexus,
released holiday campaigns as U.S. auto sales peaked in December.
Multicultural marketing
Less than 10 percent of global data budgets in 2018 were spent on multicultural audiences. T hese audience
segments include consumers who are immigrants or speak multiple languages at home.
Despite the limited investment in this data, luxury brands often share ad spots that have universal appeal and feature

diverse consumers.
For instance, the 19th edition of the Lexus "December to Remember" campaign focused on the memories families
can make together after they add a new vehicle to their households.
Although the special moments are universal, Lexus also cast multicultural families in the spots to make them more
relatable to wide audiences. For instance, a Latinx family celebrates a quinceaera and a black family is shown
driving their son to college in an ES (see story).
Similarly, BMW reflected on the global importance of family and community through a film campaign released to
coincide with the Islamic celebration of Ramadan.
Shared by BMW Middle East, "T wo Brothers" is a multigenerational story about family and forgiveness. While the
setting is meant to connect with Muslim drivers, the campaign remains relatable for a wider reach (see story).
"Part of the industry-wide reason why multicultural marketing does not consume a larger share of digital ad spend is
the lack of scalable multicultural digital inventory," Eyeota's Ms. Reiling said. "However, audience segments via
programmatic platforms are solving that issue by making it possible to target multicultural users on nearly all other
sites."
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